A statistical model for reconstruction of historical internal doses for uranium workers.
Uranium workers are monitored for their internal doses mainly by urine measurements. During the years before the early nineties, urine samples were analysed using a fluorimetric system, and the lower limit of detection of the urine samples was relatively high, thus most of the urine measurements were recorded as below threshold. A model was developed for the reconstruction of doses to workers at uranium facilities during these years. The model is based on the assumption that the results of urine measurements are log-normally distributed and that a normalised log-normal distribution with a constant geometric standard deviation characterises the results distribution in all the uranium workplaces for workers throughout their occupational work. Therefore, the average of the urine results can be calculated from the general normalised distribution. The intake and dose can be evaluated from the reconstructed average urine concentration by assuming a constant chronic intake regime throughout the whole period of monitoring.